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EXT. FOREST CLEARING - NIGHT

A campfire. Pop up tent. Smores. ROBBIE, 12 -- freckles, 
curly hair, quintessential American kid, holds a stick 
sporting a marshmallow over the flame.

Next to him are his parents, MARSHALL, 30s -- his tough 
stocky build screams blue collar, and HELEN, 30s -- petite, 
will hair in a pony tail and cheerleader good looks.

SCOUT, a German Sheppard, curled up nearby snoozin’.

ROBBIE
Pops, can we go fishing after 
breakfast tomorrow?

MARSHALL
That’s too late. Got to get up 
early if we’re going to catch fish.

Robbie brings up a flaming marshmallow. Blows it out.

ROBBIE
Like, how early is early?

MARSHALL
Before the sun comes up.

Robbie sulks. 

ROBBIE
That early?

MARSHALL
That early.

Helen puts her arm around Robbie.

HELEN
It won’t be that bad. I’ll have 
eggs and toast ready by the time 
you get back.

Robbie still doesn’t look too thrilled.

ROBBIE
Okay.

SNAP! Something in the forest nearby. Scout’s ear perk up and 
he starts to growl.

SNAP! SNAP! SNAP! 



Marshall’s eyes thin. Scout continues to growl, coming up 
next to Marshall, ready to take on whatever’s there.

MARSHALL
Helen, take Robbie to the car.

ROBBIE
Dad, what is--

MARSHALL
Now!

WITH HELEN AND ROBBIE

Helen grabs Robbie by the arm and hurries over to the car.

ROBBIE
Mom? Mom, what’s going on?

HELEN
Do as your father says. 

She opens the door and they both get inside.

WITH MARSHALL

His eyes are trained on the trees ahead, silent, still, 
listening. 

A LOW BELLOWING GROWL.

Marshall snaps to action. He grabs for a nearby backpack, 
takes out a shotgun, and snaps in a full load of shells.

WITH HELEN AND ROBBIE

Robbie can’t sit still. He climbs into the back seat, 
straining to see what his father is doing.

ROBBIE
Mom? Mom, what’s dad doing? Mom? 
Mom!

HELEN
God damn it Robbie shut up!

The tone of her voice is enough. Robbie ducks down into the 
back seat. Helen rolls down the window.

HELEN (CONT’D)
Marshall! Bring Scout and get into 
the car. Just leave our stuff.

WITH MARSHAL
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He hollers back over his shoulder.

MARSHALL
It’s probably just a bear.

He cocks the shotgun and fires a round into the air.

Some birds nearby flutter off.

He listens again. Scout begins to growl.

A DEEP BELLOWING. THUMP! THUMP! SNAP! THUMP!

Whatever it is, it’s picking up steam and coming closer.

Marshall fires off another round. Scout is barking like a dog 
possessed.

THUD! THUD! THUD! THUD!

Marshall takes aim. Whatever it is, it’s going to get a shell 
to the face when it comes through the bushes.

WITH HELEN AND ROBBIE

Robbie’s eyes slowly creep up and peer out the window.

He spots his dad. 

BAM! A shot fired... and then--

Something. Huge. Dark. Massive. Flings Marshall against a 
tree. Robbie watches as Scout lunges, and is knocked back. He 
lands with a yipe.

WITH MARSHALL

He’s hurt. Badly. Blood coming from his ear. Shoulder looks 
like a chainsaw took a chunk. He somehow manages to get to 
his feet, cock the shotgun, and fire at the BEAST headed 
toward the car.

The Beast stops. Turns. It’s burning red eyes the only thing 
visible from the mass of darkness in front of him.

MARSHALL (CONT’D)
Suck on this.

Marshall fires off another round.

The Beast finches. 

Marshall fires again.
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The Beast takes a step back. 

BAM! Cock. BAM! Cock. BAM! Cock. BAM!

The Beast stumbles back.

Cock. Marshall takes aim again. Click. He cocks the shot gun. 
Takes aim. Click. Again. Click. Out of ammo.

The Beast growls.

WITH HELEN AND ROBBIE

Robbie can only watch at the Beast lunches at Marshall and 
tears him in half.

HELEN
Marshall!!!!

The Beast turns it’s attention to the car and starts to 
charge. 

Helen frantically tries to start the engine. Her shocked, 
frantic fingers barely able to grasp the keys.

The car won’t turn over.

The Beast gets closer. Each step shaking the ground a little 
more.

Helen tries and tries. Still the car won’t turn over. Robbie 
is tucked into the back seat crying.

Helen tries again. Still nothing.

HELEN (CONT’D)
Come on! Damn it come on!

The Beast is almost at them.

Helen tries again. Still nothing. 

The Beast raises it’s arms, about to strike--

From out of nowhere Scout leaps onto the beast’s back, biting 
and clawing. The Beast grabs Scout and flings him away.

The car starts. Helen jams it into reverse. 

The escape is brief as they run into a nearby tree stump. The 
collision lifts the rear end off the ground. The tires can’t 
touch. They have no traction. 

Helen gets out and opens the rear door. Grabs Robbie inside.
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ROBBIE
Mom, I’m scared.

HELEN
Come on Robbie. Come on.

She takes his hand and they run off into the forest.

The Beast chases after them. Trees knocked over. Rocks 
smashed. It stops at nothing to get to them.

They come up on a dead tree hollow. Helen stuffs Robbie 
inside. But there’s only room for one.

ROBBIE
Wait! What are you doing?

HELEN
Just be quiet Robbie. Be quiet and 
don’t leave. Stay here.

ROBBIE
I want to go with you.

HELEN
Just stay here. Just stay. 

She looks him in the eyes. They both know this is his only 
chance. She kisses him on the forehead.

HELEN (CONT’D)
I love you.

And she runs, screaming, doing whatever she can to attract 
the Beast. It succeeds. 

WITH ROBBIE

He watches at the Beast passes by.

HELEN (O.C.) (CONT’D)
I’m over here you son of a bitch!

The Beast howls out as Helen continues to scream. Her voice 
suddenly changes. Now she screams in pain.

Flesh torn apart. Bones crunch.

Then silence. 

Robbie shakes in fear. His eyes full of tears. Skin pale, 
white.

THUD! THUD!
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The Beast is coming back toward him. 

THUD! THUD! THUD!

Almost on him.

THUD! THUD! THUD! THUD!

This is it.

Robbie closes his eyes and winces.

BOOOOOOOOOOMMMMMMM!!!!!!!!

The Beast flies past. The vacuum of air nearly sucks Robbie 
out from the hallow.

A battle rages outside. The Beast is fighting... something. 
And from the groans it’s emitting, losing.

And then... one final bellow signals it’s over.

Robbie opens his eyes. Still shaking. Still scared. 

Footsteps. Someone coming toward the hallow. Two legs come 
into view. Robbie winces again.

He lets out a scream as he’s pulled out by his leg.

Robbie opens his eyes and is staring up at a STRANGE MAN. 
Long black hair. Weathered trench coach. Tatoos all up and 
down his neck.

The Strange Man offers his hand. A symbol tattooed on his 
wrist. Robbie takes the hand is pulled to his feet.

STRANGE MAN
You okay?

Robbie just stares back.

STRANGE MAN (CONT’D)
You dead?

Robbie shakes his head.

STRANGE MAN (CONT’D)
Then I guess you’re okay.

The Strange Man turns, looks back at the dead Beast.

ROBBIE
What is--
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STRANGE MAN
Wraith. Big one too. Sorry I 
couldn’t get here sooner kid. I 
tried. I really did try.

The Strange Man’s eyes deep with sympathy. He means his every 
word. He turns back to Robbie.

STRANGE MAN (CONT’D)
They’ll be coming for you again. 
Best get a move on.

ROBBIE
Where am I gonna go?

STRANGE MAN
East.

The Strange Man points.

STRANGE MAN (CONT’D)
Just keep doing till you find a 
road. Wave someone down. They’ll 
bring you into town.

ROBBIE
What about--

The Strange Man shakes his head.

STRANGE MAN
Don’t go back there. You don’t want 
to see. They died to protect you. 
Just leave it at that.

The Strange Man starts to walk away.

The reality of what just happened slams back into Robbie’s 
head. He starts to tear cry again.

ROBBIE
But my mom and dad... I’m all 
alone.

STRANGE MAN
Not completely.

As if on queue, Scout limps out from the brush. 

ROBBIE
Scout!

Robbie runs over and pulls Scout into his arms.
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STRANGE MAN
He’s tough. A dog like that will 
follow you to hell and back. You’re 
gonna need friends like that kid.

The Strange Man starts to lift off into the air. He can fly.

ROBBIE
Where are you going?

STRANGE MAN
To protect the others.

ROBBIE
What others?

The Strange Man turns around in mid air, looks down at Robbie 
and grins. 

STRANGE MAN
You’ll find out.

Like a jet, he zooms off, sucking up the air behind him. 

Robbie watches at he flies away, and then in a burst of 
bright light tears off across the night sky like a rocket.
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